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				Atomic Shift 10 MNC Ski Bindingsby Atomic
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					Atomic Shift 10 MNC Ski Bindings by Atomic

					
				
					Currently Unavailable
	
					This product is currently unavailable for purchase, pre-order or raincheck. Future availability is unknown.

					Great Alternatives
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						Armada Shift 10 MNC Ski Bindings
						SALE  $549.95
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						Armada Shift 13 MN Ski Bindings
						SALE  $479.96
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						Atomic Shift 13 MNC Ski Bindings
						SALE  $479.96
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				Product Info
The Shift is a fundamental new way to look at ski touring bindings. It is an Alpine binding first, but also a full on touring binding. Truly the best of both worlds in a whole new package. The design is based on the traditional Salomon Toe, that has elastic travel and shock absorption of 47mm. Along with a classic compact heel that has 9 mm of upward travel. That alone is and industry leader for range of return, now add a Shift in thinking and mechanics. With a few simple moves you can Shift the binding. The pins are revealed in the toe, thus moving the whole boot forward to give you heel clearance in tour mode. Now you have a fully functioning Pin binding for your uphill travels. Climb up using you multiple height climbing bars of 2 and 10 .

Touring


Freeride Alpine


No compromises


Type of Terrain: Touring, Climbing, Alpine, Freeride
Technical Features
	Low Profile Chassis
	Oversized Platform
	Hike + Ride Switch
	Climbing Aid
	Crampon Compatible
	Carbon-infused PA material
	Automatic Toe Adaptation
	Manual Toe Height Adjustment
	Locking Brakes
	Crampon Shift 100/120mm
	TUV Certified
	MN Certified + Pin
	Weight: 880g per binding




			

			
				
					
						TEAM BERG'S
						Serving snow sports enthusiasts since 1955
					

				
				
					Berg's is the Best
					Awesome service! Nice folks. Highly recommend.

					- Kevin
					

					Great experience
					Berg's was quick to answer my question online and so helpful with my order. I got a great deal and I'm thrilled with my skis!

					- Alyssa
					

					Thanks so much!!!
					Thank You! As for me - You are great independent family owned store! I'm sure, I will shop here again! Big thanks guys!

					- Tomasz
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						ArmadaShift 10 MNC Ski Bindings
					

					SALE $549.95
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						ArmadaShift 13 MN Ski Bindings
					

					SALE $479.96
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						AtomicShift 13 MNC Ski Bindings
					

					SALE $479.96
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						MarkerDuke PT 12 Ski Bindings
					

					SALE $479.99
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						TyroliaProtector Attack 13 MN Ski Bindings
					

					SALE $429.00
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						SalomonStrive 14 GW Ski Bindings
					

					 $259.95
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